
IMPRESSION KIT 
GUIDE



Hi there!

 

It's time to make a good first impression. In

this booklet we will take you through the

tricks & tips to get the perfect impression of

your teeth. Please make sure you read

through our starter guide before completing

your impressions.

 

Let's set things straight!
 

We understand it can be confusing doing
your own impressions, but you are not alone.
Please do not hesitate to reach out to our
customer care team at any given time if you
need assistance. 
 
Please pay extra attention to the last page
of this guide to see how your impressions
should look!
 



5 photos are required to help us evaluate

your smile

make sure the images are clear

gumline representation is VERY important

don't crop the photos

brush and floss your teeth

ask someone to help take your photos

make sure we can see all your teeth, even

the back ones

Why the perfect impression?
 

You've probably thought about this question,

right? So, in order to provide you with a

proper snug fitting set of aligners we need to

get a great set of impressions. This is to

ensure your teeth will move into the correct

positions as comfortably as possible. Let's

get this right the first time, together.

 

Photo submission
 

 



ensure good lighting in your mouth

when sending through your photos, make

sure it comes from the same email you

purchased your kit with

 

The 5 photos we require are:
 

Front with teeth together in your natural bite

Left side with teeth together

Right side with teeth together

Upper arch with mouth open

Lower arch with mouth open

 



Unpack your kit
 

In your kit, you will have received the

following:

 

2 x upper arch trays

2 x lower arch trays

5 x sets of putty (10 tubs)

 

Good lighting and a mirror will come in handy

when doing your impressions. The bathroom

might be the best place to start... we might

have you drooling. Please take your time to

assess the process and have a practice go

before completing.

 

Have your phone or watch timer handy.

 

Brush and floss your teeth prior. Although

we're sure your last meal was yum, we don't

really want to see it!

 

 
 



1. Remove the putty
 

You will need one blue and one white putty

to mix together.

 

2. Mix the putty
 

Start thoroughly and quickly mixing together,

there must not be any white marble streaks

throughout the putty. You have 30 seconds

to mix the putty into a solid blue color or else

the putty will set hard and make it impossible

to complete an impression.

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3. Roll the putty
 

Once mixed together, roll the putty into a

sausage-like shape and pack evenly across

the tray. You have 30 seconds to get the tray

and putty into your mouth.

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4. Taking your impression
 

It's all about the gumline and molar detail.

 

Open your mouth up and place the tray

inside. Keep your lips soft and pull your lip

over the tray and push any excess putty up

onto your gums to help generate an

impression of your gumline area. 

LEAVE IN FOR 4 MINUTES

 

The putty should grip to your teeth and

identify the gumline.

 

Use your thumbs to hold the tray secure and

be sure that it does not move whilst

completing your impression.

 

With your thumbs, apply even pressure along

the tray so that the impression takes the

gumline, including your back molars. You

should be able to feel the putty hitting your

gums.



5. Removing your impression
 

Don't stress, it's not stuck!

Gently hold your tray and wiggle it side to

side, slowly releasing it from your mouth.

 

Assess your impression and make sure that

your gumline is detailed. Start again with

your other putty and trays. If you are unsure

whether you are doing it right, send us a

photo and we will let you know. 

 

Please DO NOT remove your impressions

from the blue trays before posting back to us!



6. Return your impressions
 

Woohoo! You're finished, how exciting!

 

Send back ALL of your completed

impressions in the return satchel provided.

 

Once we receive your updated photos and

impressions, our dental team will assess

them and either approve or ask you to take

new impressions (a redo kit will be sent free

of charge).

 

Once approved, we will create your 3D smile

plan and begin fabrication of your aligners.

 



COMPARE YOUR

IMPRESSIONS 

 

 
Check the gumline of all teeth.

There should be a defined line 

from your gum to your teeth.

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

This impression wouldn't be accepted

because it has scraped the front of the tray.

This happens when your front teeth are too

close to the front of your tray or you push

down too hard. This could also happen if you

don't evenly spread the putty in the tray.

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

This impression wouldn't be accepted

because it has been seated on the teeth

twice. Be sure to go in a single motion

capturing your teeth once. 

 

Don't wiggle the tray around when you 

have it in your mouth.

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

This impression wouldn't be accepted
because the back molars have not been

captured. Make sure you apply the putty to
the ends of the trays.

 
 
 
 
 



 

This impression would be accepted.
The gumline is present around all of the

teeth. The putty is long enough on the tray to
capture the back teeth and there is only a

single imprint of the teeth.
 
 
 
 
 


